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ABSTRACT
Context. The spectral predictions of stellar population models are not as accurate in the ultra-violet (UV) as in the optical wavelength
domain. One of the reasons is the lack of high-quality stellar libraries. The New Generation Stellar Library (NGSL), recently released,
represents a significant step towards the improvement of this situation.
Aims. To prepare NGSL for population synthesis, we determined the atmospheric parameters of its stars, we assessed the precision of
the wavelength calibration and characterised its intrinsic resolution. We also measured the Galactic extinction for each of the NGSL
stars.
Methods. For our analyses we used ULySS, a full spectrum fitting package, fitting the NGSL spectra against the MILES interpolator.
Results. We find that the wavelength calibration is precise up to 0.1 px, after correcting a systematic eﬀect in the optical range. The
spectral resolution varies from 3 Å in the UV to 10 Å in the near-infrared (NIR), corresponding to a roughly constant reciprocal
resolution R = λ/δλ ≈ 1000 and an instrumental velocity dispersion σins ≈ 130 km s−1. We derived the atmospheric parameters
homogeneously. The precision for the FGK stars is 42 K, 0.24 and 0.09 dex for Teﬀ , log g and [Fe/H], respectively. The corresponding
mean errors are 29 K, 0.50 and 0.48 dex for the M stars, and for the OBA stars they are 4.5 percent, 0.44 and 0.18 dex. The comparison
with the literature shows that our results are not biased.
Key words. methods: data analysis – stars: fundamental parameters
1. Introduction
The stellar libraries are collections of spectra that share identi-
cal spectral coverage and resolution. They have several impor-
tant applications: they are used as references to classify stars
and to determine their atmospheric parameters (e.g. Wu et al.
2011b, and the reference therein), as templates to recover the
line-of-sight velocity distribution of galaxies (e.g. Cappellari &
Emsellem 2004), or to calibrate photometry (see Bessell 2005,
for a review). They are one of the critical ingredients in the
stellar population synthesis (e.g. Vazdekis et al. 2010). To pro-
duce high-quality stellar population in the blue is the goal of this
series of papers.
The stellar libraries can be theoretical or observational. The
theoretical libraries can, in principle, be computed for any value
of temperature, gravity, metallicity and detailed chemical com-
position, and the resolution is essentially limited by the com-
puting power (e.g. Kurucz 1979; Hauschildt et al. 2003;
Palacios et al. 2010). They would be the ideal references if
they were able to reproduce the observations accurately. In fact,
the physical approximations (1D, LTE, convection,. . . ) and the
lack of complete databases of atomic and molecular transi-
tion result in discrepancies between these stellar models and
 Table A1 is only available at CDS via anonymous ftp to
cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via
http://cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/qcat?J/A+A/538/A143
 Marie Curie fellow.
observations (Martins & Coelho 2007; Prugniel et al. 2011;
Beifiori et al. 2011). The observational libraries, on the other
side, have the advantage to be assembled from real stars, but
they suﬀer from instrumental limitations (finite resolution) and
limited atmospheric parameter coverage. Because these libraries
are constructed from Galactic stars, they are bound to the chem-
ical composition found in the Galaxy, and more specifically that
of the solar neighbourhood. It is possible to combine the ob-
served and theoretical libraries to predict the diﬀerential eﬀect
of changing some physical ingredients. These semi-empirical li-
braries were used to extend the range of the parameter space
(Prugniel et al. 2011) or to compute the eﬀect of a variable abun-
dance of α-elements in models of stellar populations (Cervantes
et al. 2007; Prugniel et al. 2007a; Walcher et al. 2009).
The most important property of the stellar libraries is the
coverage of the atmospheric parameters, such as eﬀective tem-
perature, gravity, metallicity. Recently, the detailed abundances
are beginning to be considered as important parameters, too.
Other properties to be considered are the spectral resolution,
the wavelength coverage, the flux, and the wavelength calibra-
tion of the spectra. Fortunately, we have optical libraries that
cover the parameter space reasonably well: ELODIE (Prugniel
& Soubiran 2001; Prugniel et al. 2007b), CFLIB (Valdes et al.
2004), and MILES (Sánchez-Blázquez et al. 2006). These em-
pirical libraries have a fair spectral resolution (λ/Δλ = R ∼
2000−10 000) that is compatible with the resolution of the most
widely used optical spectrographs for galactic studies, and they
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have a good flux calibration (except CFLIB, Bruzual A. 2007).
They are built from normal stars in all luminosity classes and
spectral types from O to M. They cover a wide range in metal-
licities (−3.0  [Fe/H]  1.0). The stars in these three libraries,
as in any other empirical library, have the abundance pattern of
the solar neighbourhood (see Wheeler et al. 1989, for a review).
None of these three libraries extend further blue-ward than
3500 Å. The importance of the UV as a gate to understand the
physics of the stellar systems was recognised back in the 1980s
(e.g. Faber 1983). In particular, the UV is irreplaceable to char-
acterise the metallicity and the star-formation history (SFH) of
young populations, to study the enhancement of α-elements or
the contribution of blue horizontal branch stars to the integrated
fluxes. It is also of prime importance studying distant galaxies
whose restframe UV is observed in the optical, where the cur-
rent instrumentation is most developed.
In a simple stellar population (SSP) the blue wavelengths are
predominantly sensitive to the hottest stars. At any age greater
than 10 Myr, those are the dwarfs at the main-sequence turn-oﬀ.
After ∼1 Gyr of evolution, the He-burning stars may become
bluer (hotter) than the RR Lyrae pulsating stars and populate
the so-called blue-horizontal branch (BHB). Together with the
blue stragglers (BS, low-mass, main-sequence stars with exces-
sive blue colours) they may have an important contribution to
the integrated spectra (Lee et al. 2002; Cenarro et al. 2008)
and mimic young populations (e.g. Maraston & Thomas 2000;
Koleva et al. 2008; Ocvirk 2010; Percival & Salaris 2011).
Our ability to distinguish between the real young stars and these
exotic populations relies on their diﬀerent contribution to the dif-
ferent parts of the spectral energy distribution (SED). Thus, com-
bining optical and UV data can lift the degeneracy (Rose 1984;
Schiavon et al. 2004; Percival & Salaris 2011).
Blue-horizontal branch stars and blue stragglers are fre-
quently observed in Galactic clusters and were also detected in
Local Group galaxies (e.g. Mapelli et al. 2007). The presence of
the BHB and BS is connected with some properties of the popu-
lations (e.g. the metallicity for the BHB) but may also be related
with the environment and with some large scale properties of the
host systems. Therefore, the ability to distinguish these stars in
integrated spectra would be a major step toward the understand-
ing for the genesis and evolution of stellar systems.
It has been shown that the eﬀects of α-elements enhanced
partition are emphasised blue-ward, both in stars (e.g. Cassisi
et al. 2004) and in stellar populations (Coelho et al. 2005).
Thus, the blue spectral range should provide us with more di-
agnostic indices to better constrain the galactic star-formation
histories (Serven et al. 2011).
The first attempts to gather a UV library that covered the MK
sequence were made by Wu et al. (1983) and Fanelli et al. (1992)
with observations from the International Ultraviolet Explorer1
(IUE). This library has a resolution of 7 Å and contains 218 stars
of essentially solar metallicity. Still, this first UV library is quite
limited compared to its modern optical counterparts. With the
new generation stellar library (NGSL, Gregg et al. 2006) the gap
between the optical and UV libraries begins to narrow.
The New Generation Spectral Library2 is a major step
towards the modelling of the stellar populations in the UV.
It was observed with the Hubble Space Telescope Imaging
Spectrograph (STIS) and consists of 374 stars with metallic-
ities between −2.0 dex and 0.5 dex. As its optical counter-
parts it contains normal stars from O to M spectral types in all
1 http://archive.stsci.edu/iue/
2 http://archive.stsci.edu/prepds/stisngsl/
luminosity classes. Its wavelength coverage from 0.2 to 1.0 μm
is the widest available amongst the observational libraries at this
resolution, though it does not go as far in the UV as IUE and
misses Lyα. Its spectral resolution is R ∼ 1000. The stars of the
NGSL were rigorously chosen to have a good coverage in the
space of atmospheric parameters. Heap & Lindler (2010) mea-
sured the atmospheric parameters for most NGSL stars using
ATLAS9 model atmospheres (Castelli & Kurucz 2004) as tem-
plates (46 stars, i.e. 12 percent of the sample, miss one or more
parameters).
In order to implement this library in population models, its
characteristics have to be assessed accurately. This is the goal of
the present paper. In Sect. 2 we present the data, while in Sect. 3
we present our methodology. In Sect. 4 we characterise the line-
spread function (LSF) of the NGSL. In Sect. 5 we derive the
atmospheric parameters homogeneously and compare them with
the literature. In Sect. 6 we measure the spectroscopic Galactic
extinction of the stars. Finally, our conclusions and prospects are
presented in Sect. 7.
2. The NGSL spectra
The NGSL stars were observed with STIS on-board HST
with three diﬀerent gratings (G230LB, G430L and G750L),
overlapping at 2990–3060Å and 5500–5650 Å (Gregg et al.
2006). The final spectra cover the wavelength range from
∼0.2 to ∼1.0μm (slightly diﬀerent from star to star) and have
a resolution of R ∼ 1000. The flux-calibration reaches a
precision of 3 percent (Heap & Lindler 2009). The spec-
tra are calibrated in air wavelengths, with sampling vary-
ing as follows: 1.373 Å/px (λλ1675−3060 Å or 165 km s−1 at
2500 Å), 2.744 Å/px (λλ3060−5650 Å or 205 km s−1 at 4000 Å),
4.878 Å/px (λλ5650−10196 Å or 183 km s−1 at 8000 Å). Details
about the data reduction can be found in http://archive.
stsci.edu/pub/hlsp/stisngsl/aaareadme.pdf. We down-
loaded version 2 of the reduced data.
The stars were chosen to sample four metallicity groups,
roughly 150 stars in each bin: [Fe/H] < −1.5; −1.5 < [Fe/H] <
−0.5; −0.3 < [Fe/H] < +0.1; +0.2 < [Fe/H]. The targeted
sample included 600 stars. Unfortunately, about 200 stars were
not observed owing to the failure of STIS in 2004. The released
library lacks some hot- and low-metallicity stars, but is well-
suited to model intermediate- and old-aged stellar populations.
3. Methodology
We applied a full spectrum fitting approach to characterise the
NGSL spectra and to infer the stellar parameters. For this pur-
pose we employed the ULySS package (Koleva et al. 2009). We
followed the approach used in Wu et al. (2011b), Prugniel et al.
(2011), and Wu et al. (2011a) to derive (i) the LSF to describe
the intrinsic resolution and its variation with wavelength; (ii) the
atmospheric parameters of the stars; and (iii) the Galactic extinc-
tion on the line-of-sight of each star.
3.1. Spectral fitting
ULySS performs a parametric minimisation of the squared diﬀer-
ences between an observation and a linear combination of non-
linear models as
Obs(λ) = Pn(λ) ×
(
G(vsys, σ) ⊗
i= k∑
i= 0
Wi CMPi (a1, a2, ..., λ)
)
, (1)
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where Obs(λ) is the observed one-dimensional spectrum func-
tion of the wavelength (λ), sampled in logλ; Pn is a multiplica-
tive polynomial of degree n; and G(vres, σ) is a Gaussian broad-
ening function parameterised by the residual velocity vres, and
the dispersion σ (see the discussion in Sect. 4). The CMPi are k
non-linear functions of any number of parameters, figuring the
physical model. Their weights Wi can be constrained (to be pos-
itive in the present case).
3.2. Applications
Here we will use three diﬀerent specific cases of Eq. (1). First,
to determine the broadening by comparing the stars in common
between NGSL and a reference library, we used a single com-
ponent that consists in a template spectrum (i.e. no non-linear
parameter). Equation (1) degenerates to
Obs(λ) = Pn(λ) ×G(vsys, σ) ⊗ S (λ), (2)
where S (λ) is the template spectrum.
Second, to determine the broadening with respect to a theo-
retical library, we used a positive linear combination of spectra
taken from a grid.
Obs(λ) = Pn(λ) ×
(
G(vsys, σ) ⊗
i= k∑
i= 0
Wi S i (λ)
)
, (3)
where S i are the k template spectra. The weights Wi are bound
to be positive.
Finally, we measured the atmospheric parameters of the stars
using a TGM component, as
Obs(λ) = Pn ×G ⊗ TGM(Teﬀ , log g, [Fe/H], λ), (4)
where TGM is a model spectrum, function of the eﬀective tem-
perature, surface gravity and metallicity, respectively, written
as Teﬀ, log g, and [Fe/H]. The free parameters in the minimi-
sation are the degree of the polynomial, vres, σ, Teﬀ, log g,
and [Fe/H].
The model used for the TGM component was the MILES in-
terpolator, presented in Prugniel et al. (2011). This interpolator
returns a spectrum for any temperature, metallicity, and gravity
where each wavelength bin is computed by an interpolation over
the entire reference library. It is constructed from three diﬀer-
ent sets of polynomials for the OBA, FGK and M type tempera-
ture ranges, and it is linearly interpolated in overlapping regions.
Each of those sets of polynomials are valid for a wide range of
parameters, which means that this is a global interpolation. The
MILES interpolator (Prugniel et al. 2011) has the advantage to
be derivable and continuous everywhere, which makes it suitable
for non-linear minimisation as e.g. in ULySS.
The purpose of the polynomial is to absorb the discrepan-
cies in the global shape of the energy distribution between the
observation and the model, which can result from the extinction
along the line-of-sight, or uncertainties in the flux calibration.
The biases that a prior normalisation of the observations would
introduce are minimised, because this continuum is fitted in the
same time as the parameters of the model. If the flux calibration
and shape of the energy distribution of the model can be trusted,
Pn can be used to estimate the extinction (Sect. 6). The choice of
the polynomial degree is governed by the wavelength range, the
precision of the flux calibration, the spectral resolution, and the
complexity of the fitted model. Wu et al. (2011b) have shown
that a degree as high as n = 100 did not bias their determina-
tion of the atmospheric parameters of CFLIB. However, in the
present case, where the spectral resolution is lower, we found
that n > 25 may aﬀect the determination of the atmospheric
parameters (the polynomial competes with the model to fit the
broadest features). We investigated the dependence of the fitted
atmospheric parameters with the degree of the polynomial using
10 stars from each luminosity group (OBA, FGK and M). We
found that at n = 12 the resulting atmospheric parameters are
stable.
4. Line-spread function
In Eqs. (1) to (4) the models are convolved with G to match the
observation. This convolution is usually meant to account for the
physical broadening of the spectrum when both the observation
and the model have the same resolution. This is used to mea-
sure the internal kinematics (velocity and velocity dispersion) of
galaxies (Tonry & Davis 1979; Cappellari & Emsellem 2004)
and requires the logarithmic sampling of the spectrum. The same
approach may be used to measure the line-of-sight velocity and
the rotational broadening of stars.
When the two spectra have diﬀerent resolutions, G encom-
passes the physical broadening and the relative broadening be-
tween the observation and the model. This can be written as
G = Gphy ⊗ LS Frel, where Gphy is the physical broadening and
LS Frel the relative LSF of the observation with respect to the
template (note that the resolution of the models should be higher
than that of the observation). The LSF (or relative LSF) gen-
erally depends on the wavelength, and the match of resolution
cannot be written as a convolution. However, because it changes
slowly with the wavelength, we can assume that Eq. (1) holds
in small wavelength intervals, and the ULySS analysis of the
spectrum in a series of consecutive wavelength segments will al-
low us to monitor the wavelength dependence of G. In addition,
as in the present case, Gphy is generally negligible compared to
LS Frel, this approach will allow us to derive the wavelength-
dependent LSF. (Gphy is not negligible only for some fast ro-
tating stars that we will exclude when computing the LSF.) The
first moment of the LSF (a velocity-shift) represents the errors in
the wavelength calibration and reduction to the rest-frame veloc-
ity. The second moment (instrumental velocity dispersion) rep-
resents the resolution. These two moments are likely variable
throughout the library because of slightly diﬀerent observing
conditions (e.g. centring of the star in the slit) and/or data re-
duction. The dispersion relation of NGSL was determined using
the stellar lines because no calibration arc-lamp exposures were
available. This process may limit the precision of the wavelength
calibration, and result in systematic distortion of the wavelength
scale that our analysis may reveal.
The (absolute) LSF is LS F = LS Frel⊗LS Fref , where LS Fref
is the LSF of the reference spectra that are known or can be
measured. Because in the present work we consider Gaussian
LSFs, the absolute broadening can be derived by quadratically
summing the broadening of the reference spectra and the relative
broadening (returned from the optimisation algorithm).
The most straightforward and robust choice is to use high-
resolution spectra of some NGSL stars as reference to derive
the LSF. Because the spectral coverage of NGSL is wider than
any other library, we will perform independent comparisons in
the diﬀerent wavelength domains. In the optical range, we com-
pared the stars in common with the ELODIE and MILES li-
braries. To complete the LSF determination in the blue, we will
use the UVBlue theoretical grid (Rodríguez-Merino et al. 2005).
Finally, we used a grid of theoretical spectra from Munari et al.
(2005) to construct the LSF over most of the range, except for
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the first 500 Å at the blue end. The diﬀerent analyses were cross-
checked in their wide overlapping spectral regions.
4.1. ELODIE and MILES libraries
To check the wavelength calibration of the NGSL stars in the
optical, we compared the stars in common between NGSL and
MILES3 (Sánchez-Blázquez et al. 2006; Falcón-Barroso et al.
2011) or ELODIE (Prugniel & Soubiran 2001; Prugniel et al.
2007b) libraries. In that case, Eq. (2) applies. Since the same
objects were observed in the two libraries, the only diﬀerence
between the spectra should be the instrumental broadening. We
proceeded as follow: first we fitted the “observed” against the
“template” star to clean residual spikes in the spectrum. Second,
we fitted a Gaussian broadening in segments of 400 Å separated
by 300 Å (so that the consecutive segments overlap by 100 Å
at both ends). Third, we derived the absolute LSF by adding
quadratically the LSF of the reference library. For ELODIE we
took a FWHM = 0.58 Å and for MILES a FWHM = 2.5 Å
(Prugniel et al. 2011; Falcón-Barroso et al. 2011). Finally, the
results were averaged to produce a mean LSF. The individual
measurement outliers, from either particular stars (imprecise re-
duction to the rest-frame or fast rotators) or poor fits (low S/N)
were rejected at this step using at most five iterations of a 3 − σ
clipping (with the IDL function meanclip from the Astrolib li-
brary4). We also rejected the measurements where the broaden-
ing varied significantly between two successive segments.
The results for 127 stars in common with ELODIE are plot-
ted on Figs. 1, 2. The results from the 137 MILES comparisons
are similar and consistent, though with a wider (by ∼25 km s−1)
spread in velocity, consistent with the internal spread of MILES
stars found in Prugniel et al. (2011, 12 km s−1). The residual
shifts and the Gaussian widths varies from star to star. At 5000 Å
the internal dispersion of the residual shift for the ELODIE
comparison is 0.32 Å (equivalent to an internal dispersion of
19 km s−1, or ∼0.1 pixel), and the standard deviation of the
FWHM broadening is 0.75 Å (or 45 km s−1). The spread of
the residual shift is similar to the the typical uncertainties from
data reduction (usually 10 percent or lower). The variance of the
FWHM width is partly physical (i.e. rotation) and partly instru-
mental (star-to-star diﬀerence of resolution).
4.2. UVBlue theoretical grid
The UVBLue library (Rodríguez-Merino et al. 2005) covers the
wavelength range from 87 nm to 470 nm at R = 50 000. Its pa-
rameter coverage reaches from Teﬀ = 3000 to 50 000 K, log g =
0.0 to 5.0 with steps of 0.5 dex, and [Fe/H] = −2.0 to 0.5 dex,
computed at 7 nodes with a solar mix (Anders & Grevesse
1989). The final grid consists of 1770 models with local ther-
modynamic equilibrium (LTE). These were computed using the
updated list of atomic transition given by Kurucz (1992), adding
all diatomic molecular lines except TiO. However, the latest
molecule transitions are only prominent in late-type stars with
3 For the interpolator based on MILES, Prugniel et al. (2011) used the
first oﬃcial version of the library (v.9.0), while for the LSF comparison
we used the new 9.1 version, where the wavelength calibration of some
stars was re-done.
4 Note that in some cases the distribution is very skewed, therefore
even with clipping the mean may not coincide with the peak of the
distribution.
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Fig. 1. Relative LSF for the 127 NGSL stars in common with the
ELODIE library. The panels show the shift in wavelength and the reso-
lution (FWHM) as a fucntion of wavelength. The obtained LSFs for the
individual stars are plotted in thin grey lines. The mean values and their
standard deviations are plotted in blue.
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Fig. 2. Histograms corresponding to the distributions of the wavelength
shift and the resolution at ∼5000 Å for the 127 NGSL stars in common
with ELODIE. The blue dashed vertical lines mark the zero velocity and
the expected dispersion of 5 Å , while the red dotted lines are the mean
residual shift and the mean FWHM (top and bottom respectively).
Teﬀ bellow 4000 K, which in turn do not have significant UV
flux. The microturbulent velocity was fixed (ξ = 2 km s−1, default
for the Kurucz models). This value is expected to vary in the dif-
ferent spectroscopic classes from 1.5 to 10 km s−1, but the eﬀects
are expected to be negligible at low resolution (as in the present
case). We downloaded the R = 10 000 version available online5,
calibrated in air wavelength. We measured its intrinsic resolu-
tion using the solar spectrum from the BASS2000 database6 and
found it to be consistent with the value given by the authors.
Each of the NGSL stars was fitted against a positive linear
combination of UVBlue spectra according to Eq. (3). For each
5 http://www.inaoep.mx/~modelos/uvblue/uvblue.html
6 http://bass2000.obspm.fr/solar_spect.php
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NGSL stellar spectrum the comparison was made with the eight
UVBlue spectra whose parameters surround the values from
Table 1 (determined in Sect. 5). We determined the weights of
the diﬀerent UVBlue spectra from a fit over the whole wave-
length range, and we used this combination to analyse the in-
dividual segments. This first fit of the whole spectral range was
also used to clip the spikes. We performed the LSF analysis again
in the 400 Å segments and we averaged the individual LSFs.
While fitting the LSF we noticed that the region between
2400 and 3000 Å is poorly matched by the theoretical spectra.
This discrepancy was already pointed by the authors of UVBlue
(Rodríguez-Merino et al. 2005), stating that the simulated FGK
stars fail to reproduce important prominent metallic features as
the Feii blend at 2400 Å, Fei/Sii blend at about 2500 Å, Mgii dou-
blet at 2800 Å Mgi line at 2852 Å and the Mg break at ∼ 2600 Å.
We find that the match is also poor for the OBA and M spectral
types (although the low flux of the M stars in the blue reduces the
significance of the comparisons because of the S/N limitation).
However, even though that many prominent features are misfit-
ted, there is enough information in the other lines to constrain
the LSF, but of course with a lower precision. Hence, the LSF
determined in this region needs to be taken cum grano salis.
4.3. Munari et al. theoretical grid
To assess the LSF in the NIR part of the NGSL stars, we down-
loaded the 1 Å/px, scaled solar version of the Munari library7
(λλ = 2500−10 500 Å, Munari et al. 2005). The library of
51 288 spectra was produced using Kurucz models covering the
space of atmospheric parameters as follows: 3500 ≤ Teﬀ ≤
47 500 K, 0.0 ≤ log g ≤ 5.0, −2.5 ≤ [M/H] ≤ 0.5, [α/Fe] =
0.0,+0.4, ξ = 1, 2, 4 km s−1, 0 ≤ Vrot ≤ 500 km s−1. They used
the updated list of atomic transition by Kurucz (1992), adding
some molecular lines, including TiO for stars with Teﬀ < 5000 K.
The authors compared the colours and temperatures of their pre-
dictions to other synthetic libraries and real stars, noticing that
their models fail to reproduce the very red colour observed in
low-temperature stars.
We measured its intrinsic resolution using the solar spectrum
from the BASS2000 database and found it to be FWHM = 2.1 Å
throughout the full wavelength range. Again, the spectra are air-
wavelength-calibrated. The Munari grid was generated at high
resolution, then convolved with a Gaussian to lower resolu-
tion and finally rebinned to pixels of half the FWHM of this
Gaussian. Since the rebinning also implies a convolution by a
top-hat function of 1 pixel, the final broadening is slightly larger
than the convolving Gaussian. We performed the LSF analyses
over the full wavelength range in the same way as for UVBlue,
following Eq. (3).
4.4. Corrected wavelength calibration and adopted LSF
The LSFs obtained with the four reference libraries are repre-
sented in Fig. 3. The results from these comparisons are fully
consistent.
The FWHM of the LSF is varying from 3 Å at the UV end
to 5 Å at 5000 Å , and to 10 Å at the NIR end. It is roughly
constant over each segment corresponding to the diﬀerent grat-
7 http://archives.pd.astro.it/2500-10\protect\kern+.
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Fig. 3. Global line-spread function of NGSL. The upper panels show
the residual velocity and instrumental velocity dispersion in km s−1. The
bottom panels show the corresponding wavelength shift and resolution
in Å. The LSFs obtained with the aid of the various reference libraries
are overplotted with the symbols according to the legend in the first
panel. The error bars represent the standard deviations from the distri-
bution of the LSF obtained with the individual stars. The regions where
the three segments of NGSL overlap are marked with grey horizontal
lines. The blue dashed line shows the applied correction to the veloc-
ity shift. (MILES and ELODIE libraries have diﬀerent starting points,
therefore their results appear slightly shifted.)
ings, and the discontinuities between the three gratings, at 3060
and 5650 Å , are clear.
The residual shifts for the UV and red gratings do not signifi-
cantly depend on the wavelength and are small: 10 and 0 km s−1.
Our analysis reveals a defect of the wavelength calibration of
the green segment (G430L grating). We used a simple linear re-
lation to correct it: λcor = λ − 0.7(5650 − λ)/(5650−3060), for
3060 < λ < 5650 Å, where λ is the original wavelength in Å and
λcor the corrected wavelength. This first-order correction of the
dispersion relation is derived from the drift of the residual wave-
length shift seen on Fig. 3. This correction can easily be applied
to the wavelength array when the NGSL FITS files are read.
We averaged the four LSFs and restored the discontinuities,
which were smoothed by our analysis in 400 Å segments by ex-
trapolating the trend seen for each grating towards the overlap
regions.
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5. Atmospheric parameters
We determined the atmospheric parameters of the NGSL stars
by fitting the spectra against a reference spectrum of given Teﬀ ,
log g and [Fe/H]. We compared the parameters with various pre-
vious studies to assess their reliability and precision.
5.1. Measurement of the parameters
We determined the atmospheric parameters of NGSL with
ULySS as in Wu et al. (2011b), Prugniel et al. (2011), and Wu
et al. (2011a). The fit is performed according to Eq. (4) over
the wavelength range 3500 to 7500 Å (the wavelength range of
the MILES stellar library). The spectra were logarithmically re-
bined to pixels corresponding to 100 km s−1. We used the LSF
derived in the previous section as described in Koleva et al.
(2009). Because of the variation of the LSF throughout the li-
brary, the convolution by G in Eq. (4) was maintained. To pre-
vent that the model adapted to the mean NGSL resolution be-
comes broader than a given spectrum, we biased the injected
LSF by 100 km s−1 (i.e. we subtracted 100 km s−1 in quadrature
from σins(λ)). We used a 12th degree multiplicative polynomial
to absorb any continuum mismatches between the model and the
observations (Sect. 3).
ULySS performs a local minimisation starting from a guess
point in the parameter space. Thus, the solution may be
trapped in a local minimum. To avoid this and reject local
minima, we repeated the minimisation from multiple guesses,
sampling the parameters spaces at the following nodes: Teﬀ
in [3500, 4000, 5600, 7000, 10 000, 18 000, 30 000], [Fe/H] in
[−1.7,−0.3, 0.5] and log g in [1.8, 3.8].
Previous studies, in particular Wu et al. (2011b), have shown
that while this method is highly reliable for FGK stars, special
care has to be taken for OBA and M stars. There are various rea-
sons for this lower reliability: First, the reference library is more
scarcely populated in these regions of the parameters space;
second, high-precisions measurements of the atmospheric pa-
rameters of these stars are not as abundant as for FGK stars;
finally, the determination of the parameters of those stars is
more complex for physical reasons. Therefore, we systemati-
cally checked our determinations against recent literature for
OBA and M stars as well as for cases that we found in disagree-
ment with other studies. For 30 stars (8 percent of the library)
we adopted measurements from the literature. Our final list of
parameters are given in Table 2. The distribution of the stars in
Teﬀ−log g and Teﬀ−[Fe/H] planes is presented in Fig. 4.
5.2. Comparison with the literature
We compared our measured parameters with those from four
previous studies by Heap & Lindler (2009), Wu et al. (2011b),
Prugniel et al. (2011), and Soubiran et al. (2010).
Heap & Lindler (2009) derived preliminary, main atmo-
spheric parameters of the NGSL (version 1). They derived Teﬀ
and the metallicity by fitting the stellar spectra to models of
Munari (Munari et al. 2005). The gravity was obtained from the
star position on the HR diagram using the Hipparcos parallax for
the distances. The comparison of their results with the Valenti &
Fischer (2005) catalogue of cool stars shows some deviations for
the log g, which are not unexpected because the atmospheric pa-
rameters are coupled, and deriving them separately may lead to
biases.
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Fig. 4. Resulting stellar parameter coverage for the 374 stars of the
NGSL. The left panel shows their distribution in the Teﬀ−log g plane.
These stars were separated into four diﬀerent metallicity bins according
to the legend. In the right panel we plot the dwarf and giant distribution
in the Teﬀ−[Fe/H] plane.
The determination of the CFLIB and MILES parameters
(Wu et al. 2011b; Prugniel et al. 2011) was performed as in
the present paper. This method is highly reliable for intermedi-
ate spectral types, but it is not as accurate for the extremes of the
HR diagram, as discussed in Sect. 5.1. There are, however, two
main diﬀerences that may aﬀect the comparison. On one hand,
the presently analysed library has a much lower resolution than
that of CFLIB (R ∼ 5000) and MILES (R ∼ 2000). The in-
formation from the weak lines accordingly is blended, which is
particularly important when analysing earlier stellar types. On
the other hand, the MILES interpolator, performs better than
ELODIE (3.1 or 3.2) in some regions of the HR diagram (in
particular for blue-horizontal branch stars, Prugniel et al. 2011).
Hence, stars in this regions will possibly have a more precise
determination of their atmospheric parameters.
Finally, the latest version of the PASTEL database (Soubiran
et al. 2010) is a compilation of previously published stellar
atmospheric parameters. It continues series of publications by
Cayrel and collaborators (Cayrel de Strobel et al. 2001). Most of
the measurements were made using high spectral resolution and
high signal-to-noise data, though inhomogeneous. When there
were multiple measurements of the same parameter of a given
star available, we took the mean value.
The statistics of the comparisons was made without the out-
liers and it is presented in Table 1. The corresponding figures
with the four comparison are given in Appendix B.
The FGK stars agree well with the results of the other au-
thors. The biases are within the errors of the individual parame-
ters and are not significant.
The linear fit of the comparison has slopes (∇) close to unity
in almost all cases. The dispersions from the comparisons are
higher than in Prugniel et al. (2011), revealing a lower precision,
which is probably caused by the lower spectral resolution.
The strongest discrepancy for the FGK spectral classes ap-
pears when comparing our log g values with that derived by
Heap & Lindler (2009) from the same data (see Fig. B.1). Our
gravities are up to one dex higher for the dwarfs. This is consis-
tent with the bias found in Heap & Lindler (2009) by comparing
to Valenti & Fischer (2005). The discretisation of the measure-
ments of Heap & Lindler (2009) on the nodes of the model’s grid
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Table 1. Comparison of the atmospheric parameters with other studies.
Comparison Na Teﬀb log g (cm s−2) [Fe/H] (dex)
Δ σ ∇ Δ σ ∇ Δ σ ∇
NGSL
OBA 59 4 3 0.87 0.12 0.47 0.45 −0.10 0.60 0.56
FGK 236 4 171 1.08 0.22 0.42 1.18 0.09 0.34 0.94
M 6 −42 120 1.14 0.32 0.55 1.32 −0.35 0.40 −0.05
MILES
OBA 20 6 6 0.96 0.11 0.45 0.87 −0.02 0.19 0.99
FGK 55 26 115 1.01 0.03 0.28 1.10 −0.00 0.11 1.01
M 4 41 37 1.02 0.13 0.14 0.83 0.08 0.19 0.06
CFLIB
OBA 32 5 3 1.04 0.05 0.30 0.93 0.03 0.22 1.03
FGK 80 43 111 1.00 −0.00 0.20 1.04 0.04 0.11 1.01
M 5 37 23 0.98 0.46 0.69 0.24 0.17 0.29 1.00
PASTEL
OBA 57 7 6 1.06 0.06 0.43 0.65 −0.00 0.63 0.90
FGK 176 69 196 1.00 0.04 0.42 1.09 0.05 0.19 1.03
M 5 −73 246 0.51 −0.13 0.19 1.02 −0.26 0.33 0.60
Notes. For each parameter the Δ column gives the mean diﬀerence “this work” − “reference”, σ the dispersion between the two series and ∇ the
slope from the linear fit. The three lines are for the OBA (Teﬀ > 8000 K), FGK (4000 < Teﬀ ≤ 8000 K) and M (Teﬀ ≤ 4000 K) spectroscopic
types, respectively. The statistics were computed discarding the outliers. (a) Number of compared spectra (b) The Δ and σ of Teﬀ are in K, except
for the OBA stars, where these statistics are given in percent.
is also apparent in the figure. This is because the authors did not
interpolate between the templates.
The automatic determination of the parameters is more diﬃ-
cult for OBA and M stars. At this low resolution only few lines
are present for early-type stars, and the parameters are less con-
strained. In addition, the profiles of the lines are also aﬀected by
rotation (and inclination of the rotation axis on the line-of-sight)
and some stars display emission lines. For the late types, on the
other hand, the spectra are dominated by broad molecular fea-
tures and the individual narrow band is lost because of the low
resolution. Despite these diﬃculties, the comparison with previ-
ous studies revealed no trend or bias.
To summarise, our results are consistent with those of au-
thors for all spectral types. The oﬀsets in Teﬀ vary from 4 to
69 K in the FGK stars, depending on the comparison study with
a dispersion of ∼150 K; in log g the oﬀset found in compari-
son with Heap & Lindler (2009) is 0.22, while there is no oﬀ-
set with the other references, the typical dispersion is about
0.35 dex; the shift in metallicity is negligible and the dispersions
are between 0.11 to 0.34 dex. For the OBA spectral types we find
Δ(Teﬀ,K) ∼ 5%, 0.05 < Δ(log g, cm/s2) < 0.12, with a disper-
sion ∼0.47 and −0.02 < Δ[Fe/H], dex < 0.10, varying between
0.2 and 0.6 dex. There are too few M stars in common between
the diﬀerent data sets to make any statistical analyses.
5.3. Error estimation
The errors returned by ULySS are computed from the covari-
ance matrix. They underestimate the real precision because (i)
the parameters are not fully independent (for example there is
the well-known degeneracy between Teﬀ and log g); (ii) the fits
are not perfect (there are some mismatches caused by non-solar
abundances or particularities); and (iii) the errors in the data are
not accurately known. Therefore, we first determined an upper
limit to the internal error by forcing χ2 = 1, and we estimated
the external error by rescaling the internal error as in Wu et al.
(2011b).
To estimate the external errors we used the statistics of the
comparison between our determination and Prugniel et al. (2011,
see Sect. 5.2). We chose this reference for the comparison be-
cause it is homogeneous and reasonably accurate. The exter-
nal errors were determined in Prugniel et al., therefore we sub-
tracted them quadratically from the dispersion of the comparison
and obtained an estimate of the mean external error. From this
mean external error we derived the rescaling factor. For a given
spectral type and stellar parameter, the rescaling factor is com-
puted as
ξ =
√
σ2tot − σ¯2mil
σ¯int
, (5)
where σtot is the residual dispersion from corresponding com-
parison in Table 1, σ¯mil the external errors reported in Prugniel
et al. (2011), and ¯σint the mean internal error from the
present fits. The final corrected error for each of the stars is
σ′i = ξ × σi.
The correction coeﬃcients are about 2.5 for the FGK stars.
For the early spectroscopic classes they vary from 2.5 (for metal-
licity) to 6.0 (for gravity). We do not have suﬃciently high statis-
tics to compute these coeﬃcients for the M class. However, we
consider that the external errors are roughly the same as for the
OBA stars and as in Prugniel et al. (2011). Therefore, we used
their coeﬃcients to correct the errors of M stars. The median
precision of the derived parameters is 42 K for Teﬀ, 0.24 dex in
log g and 0.09 dex in [Fe/H] for the FGK class. For the OBA
stars they are 4.5 percent, 0.44 dex and 0.18 dex, and for the M
stars 29 K 0.50 dex and 0.48 dex for temperature, gravity, and
metallicity, respectively. The precisions are lower than those ob-
tained by Prugniel et al. (2011), probably because of the lower
spectral resolution.
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6. Galactic extinction
The Galactic extinction may be determined from photometry
(e.g. Neckel & Klare 1980) or using a Galactic model (Chen
et al. 1998; Hakkila et al. 1997). The first method requires
(i) accurate photometry and (ii) a good knowledge of the in-
trinsic SED of the stars (i.e. a precise spectral classification).
A wrong estimate of the metallicity will immediately translate
into an error on the Galactic extinction. The second method re-
quires knowledge of the direction and distance to the star and
an adequate model of the Galaxy. For example the Chen et al.
(1998) model is a simple geometric representation of the galaxy
scaled to the “total” extinction provided by the Schlegel maps.
Alternatively the Hakkila et al. (1997) model is calibrated on em-
pirically measured extinctions in several directions in the galax-
ies. These models are generally acceptable in low-extinction re-
gions (i.e. Galactic latitude |b| > 10◦), but they are less reliable
in high-extinction regions.
An alternative to these two methods is to directly mea-
sure the extinction on the NGSL spectra. The NGSL spectra
were flux-calibrated with a precision of 2–3 percent (Heap &
Lindler 2009). Therefore, Pn mixes information about the un-
certainty of the flux calibration and the Galactic extinction.
Hence, we can assume to first approximation that Pn (Eq. (4))
derived in Sect. 5 corresponds to the extinction curve. We there-
fore fitted Pn against the Galactic extinction law from Fitzpatrick
(1999). The precision on the derived E(B − V) colour excess
depends on the precision on (i) the flux calibration, (ii) the
atmospheric parameters, and (iii) the best-fitted template. The
precision of the ELODIE and MILES interpolators were dis-
cussed in Prugniel et al. (2011) and were found to be accurate to
1–2 percent.
The extinction law, A(λ)/AV (normalised to the V band) de-
pends on the line-of-sight. It can be parameterised with RV =
AV/E(B−V) (the ratio between the extinction in the V and the B-
V colour excess), which have a “mean” value of 3.1, but it varies
between 2.3 and 5.3 (Cardelli et al. 1989; Fitzpatrick 1999). The
extinction is almost independent of RV in the red, but is strongly
dependent on the wavelength in the blue and UV. Adopting the
Fitzpatrick (1999) extinction law, we were able to fit simultane-
ously AV and RV over almost the full wavelength range by com-
paring the observed spectra to the Munari best fit. However, it is
known that the SED of the theoretical spectra might not provide
a good match to the empirical counterpart, particularly in the
shortest wavelengths. For this reason, we preferred to compare
the observations to the best-fitted interpolated MILES spectrum
obtained in Sect. 5.
Fitting the extinction using MILES restricts the wavelength
range to the optical domain, and therefore the correction of the
whole spectrum requires extrapolations. The extrapolation to-
wards the infrared should be safe because the extinction law is
uniform in any line-of-sight (and the extinction is low), and the
quality of the corrected spectrum will be essentially limited by
the precision of the original flux calibration. However, the ex-
trapolation towards the UV can be more hazardous because the
determination of RV will only rely on the blue end of the MILES
spectra. Any error on the extinction law would be amplified in
the UV. For this reason, we preferred here to adopt RV = 3.1 and
we fitted only AV over the wavelength range 3500–7500Å.
To test the reliability of these determinations of the extinc-
tion, we compared them with the predictions of the Chen et al.
(1998) Galactic extinction model for the stars with parallaxes
known from Hipparcos8. This comparison is acceptable with a
slope of 0.85. Our values of AV are listed in Table 1.
7. Conclusions
We have fully characterised the NGSL for its implementation in
stellar population synthesis modelling. We used ULySS, a full
spectrum fitting package. We found that the line-spread function
of the stellar spectra of this library vary from 3 Å in the UV to
10 Å (FWHM) in the near IR. The instrumental velocity disper-
sion is virtually constant within the whole spectral range covered
by the library, at σins ≈ 130 km s−1. The wavelength calibration
is accurate to 0.1 px (0.32 Å at 5000 Å). We measured the at-
mospheric parameters of the stars using the ULySS package and
the MILES interpolator Prugniel et al. (2011). By comparing the
results to previous studies we found that the precisions for the
FGK stars are 42 K, 0.24 and 0.09 dex for Teﬀ , log g and [Fe/H],
respectively. For the M stars, the corresponding mean errors are
29 K, 0.50 and 0.48 dex, and for the OBA 4.5 percent, 0.44 and
0.18 dex. Finally, we measured the Galactic extinction for each
star by directly comparing the spectra to the interpolated MILES
spectra.
The NGSL library is a major step towards the accurate mod-
elling of stellar populations over a wide wavelength range. In the
second paper of this series we make use of the NGSL and the re-
sults of this work to expand the spectral coverage of our stellar
population models (Vazdekis et al. 2010).
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Appendix A: Atmospheric parameters
Here we list the adopted parameters of the 367 NGSL stars
(Table A1), together with the extinction in V , the values of the
S/N at 3 diﬀerent wavelengths, roughly corresponding to the
middle of the range from the blue, green, and red arm of the STIS
spectrograph. There are 35 stars that SIMBAD recognises as
spectroscopic binaries, they are marked with a star (*). Finally,
in this table we give the references for the stars with parameters
adopted from the literature.
Appendix B: Comparison with other libraries
Here we plot the comparisons with the literature discussed in
Sect. 5.2. For each of the reference libraries we plot the diﬀerent
spectroscopic classes in diﬀerent panels. We omit the M class
because there are too few (14) cold stars in NGSL. We provide
the usual “our” vs. “literature” value plots, but we also investi-
gate how the residuals of this comparison depend on the diﬀerent
parameters.
8 http://www.rssd.esa.int/index.php?
project=HIPPARCOS&page=index
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Fig. B.1. Comparison of the original stellar atmospheric parameters published for the NGSL with those derived here using ULySS and the MILES
interpolator. The median value of the residuals are plotted in magenta-dashed lines, while the fit to the residuals are plotted as blue-dotted lines.
The one-to-one relation is shown in black. The upper three rows of panels show the results for the OBA stars. The remaining sets of panels show
the results for the FGK stars. For each set of stellar spectral types we show in the first column of panels the comparison of the temperature, gravity,
and metallicity values from top to bottom. In the last three columns of panels we show the residuals in temperature, gravity, and metallicty (from
left to right) as a function of temperature, gravity, and metallicity (from top to bottom).
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Fig. B.2. Comparison of the stellar parameters derived in this work with those from Prugniel et al. (2011) on the basis of the stars in common
between these two libraries. Points and line types as in Fig. B.1.
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Fig. B.3. Comparison of the stellar parameters derived in this work with those from Wu et al. (2011b) on the basis of the stars in common between
these two libraries. Points and line types as in Fig. B.1.
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Fig. B.4. Comparison of the stellar parameters derived in this work with those from Pastel database on the basis of the stars in common between
these two libraries. Points and line types as in Fig. B.1.
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